moment when the patient first realizes that he is different from-and unable to make himself understood by-those around him. As he grows up, he instinctively wishes above everything else to hide this difference; therefore for speech formation he uses the cloak of back articulation, employing muscles that are least noticeable in their movement. Thus we find the articulation, or meeting together of muscles to make speech sounds, in cleft palate speech, depends upon the movements of the pharyngeal wall, the soft palate, the hard palate, and the glottis; thus speech movement is pulled as far back as possible; this back muscle movement, together with the feeling of inferiority, tends to make the speech of these patients inaudible. The lips, tongue and teeth-the normal articulatory machinery, do very little speech movement, and therefore become lazy and disobedient.
These two diagrams show the position of voice-tone before and after treatment.
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With these real speech difficulties it is not surprising that the patient feels inferior to his fellow beings, and this inferiority saturates his mind until it rules his thoughts and actions, crippling all mental and physical effort.
It has been said that "Speech is the trellis on which the mind climbs." If this support is inefficient, through inability, normal mental development is necessarily hindered, and the chief means of self-expression is denied. Many of my patients before treatment, find school, or any kind of social intercourse, a very real misery.
The cleft palate patient therefore-before operation or speech treatment-(1) is physically unable;
(2) has no muscular control;
(3) finds that the "tramlines " which carry the speech command to the normal speech machinery, are slow moving through little use; (4) is mentally unhappy through his inability to be understood.
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After the physical inability has been remedied by the surgeon or dentist-by operation, or the making of a plate or obturator '-speech training is necessary in order to teach the patient:
(1) The use of all the necessary speech machinery: (a) Lungs giving breath force; (b) strength of the larynx; (c) revitalizing of the tongue, lips, and jaw movement; (d) soft palate massage; (e) pharyngeal wall movement.
(2) The revitalization of tissue after operation.
(3) The use of a plate or obturator. (4) The avoidance of nasal tone by redirection of breath flow. (5) To have confidence and joy in speech movement, as, by the use of happy rhythmical exercises they lose the feeling of inferiority which constantly suggests inability.
With ability, control, and voice-tone the patients are able to take their place in the world, and I find that this realization of ability not only connects itself with speech movement, but radiates the mind and the patient thus becomes after treatment not only a normal understandable member of society, but also mentally more alert and able.
I have many examples among my own patients of increased mental alertness after treatment. Many have improved immensely in normal school work; one or two have obtained scholarships to secondary schools, and just recently one patient passed the matriculation examination.
My speech exercises, therefore, whenever possible, are made into games, rhymes and word rhythms, and are carried out with energy, determination and concentration.
The exercises are divided into three groups'.
(1) The oiling of the speech machinery.
(2) The consonant and vowel form'ations are practised separately. (3) Words and sentences. Rhymes for different sound constructions. Word
rhythms. Games and competitions.
For all these exercises I use my own rhymes and word rhythms, which have now been arranged in book form. The forceful exercises have developed into blowing games-such as blowing rice from pipes, aeroplanes on to maps, swans on miniature lakes, little kelly dolls, miniature motors in races, and so on, together with many little home-made devices to help in various sound formations. Each week I endeavour to have a new game or competition; in this way keen excitement takes the place of what might become lifeless compulsory mechanical movement.
I feel that the aim in all this work should not only be to give speech clarity through the surface machinery oiling, but to penetrate into the minds and hearts of the patients instilling there a real sense of happy confidence in life, themselves, and their ability, until we all feel wholeheartedly that:
Talking is fun ! Talking is fun I But only if everyone-Can understand the words we say; So every day, and all day-We must use our machinery the right way ! Then, to talk will be fun, really fun-For you, and me, and everyone ! [The paper was followed by a demonstration and a film. (II) Compound: A cleft palate and hare-lip. The hare-lip may be single or double. Here we have contraction of the dental arch and irregularities of the teeth, usually confined to the anterior teeth ( fig. 2 ).
